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Landscape architecture
to change to 5-year degree
By Caroline E. Pinola
sta ll W rtof

__________________________

Sticking around five years to
finish a curriculum has become
the norm for students at Cal Po
ly, but for landscape architecture
students, the five-year plan will
soon have a bonus.
The bachelor o f science degree
in landscape architecture is con
verting to a five-year profes
sional degree.
‘The important thing about
the bachelor in landscape ar
chitecture degree as opposed to
the bachelor of science degree in
landscape architecture is that it
would be the first BLA degree to
be offered in the state o f Califor

nia,* said Gerald Smith, head of
the landscape arch itectu re
department. ‘There are three
uni v e r s it ite s th a t o ffe r
undergraduate program s in
landscape architecture: Cal Poly
Pomona, UC Davis and Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo. We’re hoping
that this new curriculum will
somewhat signify or distinguish
San Luis Obispo from the other
two universities.”
The five-year professional
degree will be phased-in gradu
ally over a period o f five to seven
years, but in the meantime, both
degrees have to be offered, said
Smith. Cal Poly has a right of
access to the bachelor of science

degree to students who enter the
university this fall or up to two
years afterwards.
“ If you look at the curriculum
for both of the degrees, the first
four years of the five-year pro
gram are almost identical,” said
Smith. T h e student could actu
ally postpone making that deci
sion to go onto a fifth year until
their fourth year here.”
He said most out-of-state pro
grams already offer a profes
sional degree in landscape ar
chitecture. California has been a
little slow in following the na
tional trend toward a profes-

Credit/no credit rules
to remain the same for
at least 2 more quarter
By Amy Koval
sta ll WrHar

R u les and r e s tr ic tio n s
regarding credit/no credit
grades will remain the same for
at least the next couple o f aca
demic quarters, said the secre
tary for Cal Poly’s faculty
government.
At an Academic Senate
meeting on May 22, possible
new policies were evaluated,
but they were not approved or
disapproved. Instead, they
were handed back to the in

See LANDSCAPE, page 6

Students may risk safety for
low-cost, off-campus housing
M any SLO rentals
fail to m eet city
housing ordinances
Editor’s note: This is the first of a
two-part series on substandard
housing in San Iaus Obispo.

By Glenn Horn
Cal Poly student renters who want
low-cost housing near campus some
times accept unsafe and often illegal
living conditions, San Luis Obispo’s

• First in a 2-part series
zoning inspector said.
Rob Bryn, who has already handled
nearly 200 cases o f housing ordinance
violations this year, said the reason a
high percentage o f subetandard hous
ing complaints involve student renters
is probably because so many students
do live off-campus.
“Substandard could mean a lot of
things,” Bryn said. Among them are
overcrowding, unsanitary conditions,
fire hazards and unauthorized conver
sions of garages.
Mustang Daily only had to look a
few blocks from Cal Poly to find a typ
ically substandard house riddled with
safety and unsanitary conditions and
occupied by students.
In an old house on Garfield Street, a
pizza box covers a large hole in the

struction committee “to be
looked at again and given fur
ther review,” said Academic
Senate Secretary Marjorie
Snow.
Earlier in 1990, a resolution
was proposed that would allow
students to take a maximum
18 quarter units of courses on
an elective credit/no credit
basis and only at the upper
division level. The Academic
Senate did not approve the
proposal, and the resolution
went back to the instruction
See CR/NC, page 7

front door and duct tape is used to seal
countless cracks to shut out the cold.
Originally a one bedroom house,
other rooms were either converted or
added on to accommodate four stu
dents, each with their own bedroom.
Mustang Daily could not find any
records o f building permits at the ci
t y ’ s C o m m u n ity D e v e lo p m e n t
Department.
'Tenant Mike Royster, a Cal Poly
junior, sleeps in a converted washer
and dryer laundry room. Half of the
floor space in his room is taken up by
his small, single bed, and his closet is a
set of boxes outside his door.
Tenant Man Pham, a Cal Poly
senior, does have a real bedroom, but
he said he had to repair and paint the
broken walls and collapsed ceiling
himself at his own expense, despite
promises o f reimbursement by the
owner.
Although aware o f the violations,
“all we care about is the chei^> rent,”
Pham said. “And if s pretty close to
school.”
'The students pay $650 a month for
the unfurnished house. That price is
more than the $500 a month rent for
the average one bedroom house in San
Luis Obispo, but it is substantially
less than the average $1,249 rent for a
four bedroom house, according to Cal
Poly’s Rental Averages Survey by the
Housing Office.
For that price, the renters at the
Garfield Street house get a small,
water-damaged bathroom with a
sticky door, a leaky showerhead and a
moldy sink that only provides hot
See HOUSING, page 4

Tseudonauts’
hold practice
missions at
Poly’s hangar
By Stephanie A. Penner
S te i W rllf____________________________________________________

PHOTO SV JON ROOERS/UtMtang DÜÏÏy

Tsnsnts of this Garfield Street house
must keep a bucket beneath tiieir leaky
bsthtub showerhead to prevent wasting
water. The bathroom sink does not have
running cold water.

Seven Cal Poly students are conducting a
practice-simulated space missions to stimulate
awareness o f NASA’s activities.
The ‘pseudonauts’ (students) are all members
of the Support and Promotion o f the Activities
of NASA (SPAN) organization at Cal Poly,
which began in the fall o f 1989.
Originally the crew planned to parallel the
flight o f the space shuttle Columbia, but
because of Columbia’s delays and students’
finals, the students went ahead with their own
mission.
The mission, located at the Cal Poly
aeronautical enigineering hangar, began Satur
day and will continue until Sunday June 10. The
pseudonauts will eat, drink and sleep in the
small crew compartment (mid-deck) o f their
pseudoshuttle, the Resolution.
During that time the students plan to do a lot
o f homework and conduct small experiments.
One experiment is a laser experiment located in
the Resolution’s cargo bay.
"Hopefully, people on campus will be able to
see the laser experiment at night on the campus
by use o f mirrors,” said aeronautical engineer
ing major Charles Ryan, pseudomission com
mander. “We will also be conducting a crystal
growth experiment and astronomy experiments.
We’d like our experiments to be as similar as
possible to those the astronauts conduct aboard
the Columbia.”
More than $5,000 was donated to SPAN, in
cluding the parts o f the Resolution.
“NASA donated a motion simulator, which is
now the flight deck of the Resolution because of
problems with the simulator’s hydraulics," said
Ryan. “Much o f the food and other supplies we

See S P ^ I , page 8
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Professor upset
over VP petition
It was with both sadness and
disappointment that I read about
the petition sent to President
Baker to instate Dr. Bailey as
the permanent Vice President for
Academic Affairs. Mr. Feliciano
Navarro is asking President
Baker to circumvent the in
progress nationwide search for a
permanent Academic Affairs
Vice President. All positions at
Cal Poly are subjected to exten
sive guidelines that have added
both cost and time to the search
process in order to insure against
minority discrimination.
Thus, it saddens me to read of
M r. N a v a r r o ’ s attem p t to
railroad in his organization’s
choice for this position. This type
o f action negates the progress
m a d e to e l i m i n a t e j o b
discrimination. The Vice Presi
dent for Academic Affairs is a
position to serve the entire Poly
technic University.
I am disappointed that Mr.
Luis Torres, the faculty advisor
for the Ethnic Studies Coalition,
does not understand that this
action is less than ethical and

By# Kerry D. Hall
On Wednesday, May 9th, Lori Ananos, a senior History major
and a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, tried to give blood
at Chumash Auditorium for the greek week blood drive. Like
many other potential doners, she was rejected for low iron. Lori's
iron, however, was especially low and the nurse advised her to
have the Health Center check her blood. She did, but the results
were bad news. The Health Center reported an overproduction of
white blood cells, and that the red blood cells were four times
their size and dying. Lori was immediatedly admitted into the
Mount Diablo Hospital in Concord in the cancer unit.
One week later, Lori knew the answer to why she always had a
cold, why it took her two hours to get out of bed in the morning,
and why she no longer could run a mile, which once was a simple
task. On Tuesday, May 22nd, Lori Ananos was diagnosed with
acute monocytic leukemia. Chemotherapy treatment started one
week later.
Leukemia. What is it? Well, one very simple word can define it:
cancer. Ninety percent of the patients are stricken with the
disease anywhere from the age of 10 to 25. Not only does
leukemia hit at a young age, but it progresses rapidly and the
patient may die in eight to 10 weeks without proper treatment.
Leukemia is a form o f cancer that affects production o f the
white blood cells. The cancer causes an over production of white
blood cells which, in turn, rapidly destroy the patient’s immune
system. The bone marrow loses its ability to produce red blood
cells and blood production is affected.
There are two types of leuklemia: chronic and acute lukemia.
Chronic leukemia progresses more slowly but is more intense and
results in death more often than acute leukemia. Usually, a pa
tient with acute leukemia has minimal lymph node enlargement
and only rarely an enlarged spleen; thus, making it more difficult
to detect. Acute leukemia travels rapidly and the patient may die
in a few months without treatment. Modem treatment using
chemicals, blood transfusions and chemotherapy can relieve the
symptoms, and in some cases may even cure the leukemia.
Chemotherapy treatment has to immediately start in large doses
for the disease to go into remission because of the speed that
leukemia travels. Even though leukemia has the highest cure rate
among cancers, there always is the chance that chemotherapy
will not work, and the patient’s body will reject any bone marrow
transplants. The ultimate result is death.
This information is just facts and statistics, that is, until a
very close friend becomes part of those statistics. It is personally
shocking and scary to think you are healthy one day and very
near to death the next. I have been through the death of both
grandmothers, also caused by cancer, but it hasn’t affected me
the way Lori’s situation has. Not only was I very young when my
grandmothers passed away, but I was not as close to them as I
am to Lori.
Lori is a young woman who has gone out of her way many
times to help me and many others in need, whether it is working
for Student Community Services or giving advice to close
friends. It makes you wonder why things happen the way they do
and if there isn’t some meaning to all of it. I know one question
many have asked, including myself, is “Of all people, why Lori?
She never has done anything to deserve this." No one has.
I visited Lori over Memorial Day Weekend after she was
transferred to the Alta Bates Hospital in Berkeley. Aside from
See COMMENTARY, page 3

that it is clearly illegal to place
Dr. Bailey into a position in
which he did not formally apply
and compete for. Strong moral
leadership cannot be compromis
ed at any level.
James G. L oC ascio
Mech. Eng. associate professor

Purging problem
Dear janitorial crew of the Ag
ricultural Sciences Building,
Your letter to the “Binge and
purge practicer that frequents
this restroom” is terrible. I
understand your anger at having
to remove ‘laxative induced ex
crement — shoveled out by
hand.” However, removing all of
the seat covers from the
restrcxim to prevent the person
from using that particular

restroom is outrageous. If some
one is abusing the restroom, I
would rather have them use the
covers to prevent "spilling
over!” Aside from that, who are
you to deny the remainder o f the
students who use the restroom
sanitary seat covers?
Your letter states that the
restr(X)m is being monitored. Do
you think that that will stop a
person who is ill from using it?
Your letter also asks that if any
one knows who the “purger” is,
to report them to Custodial Ser
vices. Why to Custodial Ser
vices? Does your department of
fer the help this person needs? If
you know who the purger is, en
courage them to call one of the
local hotlines or seek help from
the Health Center.
Lori G reathouse
Biologi''ol Sciences

CO RRECTIO N
Due to a UGS paste-up error, several lines of the story in Fri
day’s issue about Franklin Burris’ appointment as ASI executive
vice president were placed in the wrong order. There was also an
error in the photo caption on page 7 of yesterday’s issue. Runner
Teena Colebrook will continue her training at the University of
Arkansas. Mustang Daily regrets these errors.

State politics’ main event
"Good evening everybody and
welcome to KCBS-TV studios in
the heart of Los Angeles,” Stew
Nahan says, ‘This is Stew
Nahan along with my colleague.
Sugar Free Leonard. Free, this
promises to be one of the biggest
hitting affairs in some time.”
“Oh definitely. Stew,” Leonard
says, “only weeks away from the
primary, you can bet both
fighters have been training
especially hard.”
A m icrophone spirals
downward into the outstretched
hand of a man clad in black and a
hint of white.
‘The Democratic Party and KCBS-TV welcomes you to the
maaain event — one hour of political pugnacity, name calling and all
out verbal abuse,” the announcer says.
“Stew, I think I hear the fighters making their way to the ring
now,” Lo.mard says.
Followers of both fighters wave flags bearing an elephant in box
ing shorts and gloves. The only difference is the flag’s color, one is
blue and one is pink.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” the announcer cries, “welcome to the
first ever Democratic Duel.”
"In the red comer, wearing a navy blue suit and red tie, from
Sacramento, John K. “Verbose” Van de Kamp, Van de Kamp. In
the opposite corner, donning a navy blue suit and a white blouse,
from San Francisco, Dianne “the Deviator” Feinstein, Feinstein.”
Both fighters exchange glances as they make their way to the
center of the ring, where two podiums stand six feet apart.
“Stew, each fighter will receive one minute for answering and 30
seconds for rebuttal,” Leonard says.
The first round, dealing with the death penalty, starts off with a
steady barrage of verbal attacks by the former mayor of San Fran
cisco.
Feinstein lashes out by criticizing Van de Kamp for not personally
believing in the death penalty, despite promising to stand beside it.
“ I also know that if you had your way, the Hillside Strangler
would be on the street,” Feinstein declares.
Van de Kamp retaliates by pledging his alliance to the death
penalty, despite his personal beliefs.
Round two, the state budget.
The attorney general surprises Feinstein with a plan to cut budget
deficits with increased taxes.
‘The fact is you can’t govern California with generalities,” Van de
Kamp says, “You can’t rely on image and 30-second commercials.”
Eyebrows raised, pencil at the ready, Feinstein sidesteps the
issue.
The oral assaults continue, round-by-round, minute-by-minute.
“Free, how do you see it so far?” Nahan asks.
“Well, Verbose is doing a good job of raising questions during his
rebuttal period,” Leonard says, "But, the Deviator is really keeping
the pressure on her opponent, especially by constantly going over
the time limit.”
Both fighters enter the last round weary, but with makeup still
intact.
Answering the abortion issue, Feinstein attacks Van de Knmp’s
personal beliefs, which are deeply rooted in the Catholic Church.
“ I just simply am saying that I believe that a woman’s right to
choose is best protected by a woman who believes, personally,”
Feinstein says.
Van de Kamp storms back, accusing Feinstein of using his
religion against him. Once again, he pledges he can separate his
personal and political beliefs.
“Free, both fighters avoided the questions and verbally abused
each other so well, frankly, I see it as a draw,” Nahan says, “Free?”
“Pssst, Free, wake up, it’s over.”
This is Neil Pascale’s first quarter as a reporter for Mustang Daily.
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San Luis mom uses technique
to aid brain-damaged daughter
By Joe Tarica
Stall WfW«f

“Peace on Earth,” reads the
decorative lettering on the front
window of the little blue house on
Lawrence Drive.
Aside from the lettering, the
quiet structure looks much like
the rest of the houses in the San
Luis Obispo neighborhood. In
side, however, the house is a hive
of activity, a coordination of
massive efforts all focused on the
needs of one courageous little
girl.
T h a t g ir l is K a th e r in e
Blackburn, a bright-eyed 6year-old, who, since the age of
seven months, has battled severe
brain damage in an attempt to
regain a standard of life tragical
ly stolen from her by disease.
When Katherine was 7 months
old, she was bitten by a mosquito
and developed encephalitis, a
severe swelling of the brain. In

only a few short m onths,
Katherine was ripped from the
vibrant excitement of childhood
and thrown into a world of
blackness and confusion.
The condition left her virtually
helpless — unable to see, hear,
touch, communicate or move.
After watching Katherine
spend most of two months in a
coma, doctors at the hospital
told her mother, Jean Blackburn,
that Katherine would never
again function in any healthy or
productive manner.
‘They said it was useless,” the
single mother said of the doctors’
reaction to Katherine’s condition.
‘They said it was irreversible.”
Blackburn, though, never gave
up cn her child. She wasn’t ready
to count Katherine out that easi
ly“If she was there, then her soul
was there, and her spirit was
there,” Blackburn said. “She was
really lost.”

Instead of following sugges
tions to have Katherine institu
tionalized, Blackburn turned to
another alternative, a new tech
nique that she learned about dur
ing her daughter’s time in the
hospital.
“If the whole world thinks that
Katherine can’t get better, then
Katherine won’t get better,”
Blackburn said. As a result, she
left that world and turned to one
that did believe.
There, Blackburn found a new
technique. Called “patterning,”
it is an intensive program
designed to stimulate and ex
pand the healthy areas of the
brain to take over the duties of
the injured regions.
At present, the technique,
which was developed by Glenn
Doman, founder of the Institute
for the Achievement of Human
Potential, is not recognized by
the American Medical AssociaSee PA'TTERNING, page 5

Jean Blackburn with her daughter, Katherine, who has encephalitis.

and richly. No one can take that
away.” Lori has taken this quote
to heart.
Despite her predicament, Lori
always has had a smile on her
face or in her voice. If anyone can
pull though this, Lori will. 'The
woman has amazing willpower.
‘The chemotherapy is going to
be rough,” she said the other
day. “But I guess it’s better than
dying.” She can talk about
death? I cringe at the subject,
but I guess the story changes
when you are confronted with the
topic face-to-face. So, I asked her
how she d e a l s wi t h the
possibilities of death. “I know
t hat my d o c t o r s will do
everything they can to cure me,
but I am slowly accepting the
fact that there are possibilities. I
mean, yes, I know there is a
chance the treatment won’t be a
success and that I can die. You
have to prepare yourself for
either way.”
Fortunately, Lori’s cancer was
discovered during a pre-leukemic

state, thus giving a little leeway
for treatment. I wonder what
would have happened if Lori
decided not to give blood when
she did or if the blood drive was
not part of the greek week com
petition. Alpha Omicron Pi may
not have won the event, but the
blood drive has given us the
chance to save a memner’s life.
She needs all the emotional sup
port she can get. Without the
blood drive, Lori may not have
caught the disease in time.
As any cancer patient should,
Lori is preparing for her road to
recovery to get a lot worse before
it gets better. On Tuesday, May
29th, Lori began a six day ses
sion o f l ar ge d o s a g e s o f
chemotherapy. Recovery from
treatment will take at least three
weeks. This procedure will con
tinue until the cancer has gone
into remission. Then, a quarter of
her bone marrow will be ex
tracted from her upper thigh.
Next, Lori will be subjected to
doses of chemotherapy to kill the

rest of her bone marrow. Her ex
tracted bone marrow will then be
reinjected into her so that her
body can rebuild itself and
possibly head for recovery.
If one diseased white blood cell
is in her blood, however, the
leukemia will begin to grow and
spread. A bone marrow
transplant also may be neces
sary. Both procedures will be
very costly and painful.
The support Lori has received
is incredible. It is in situations
such as this that the friendship
and companionship of the sorori
ty is needed and it definitely has
been given. After all the letters
Lori has received, the 15 to 25
phone calls she gets a day, and
the four to five personal visits
she recieves an evening, her
mother honestly says that Lori
could not have soundly made it
through the acceptance of her
ordeal. She thanks everyone.
So, what is the purpose of this
article? I am being honest when I
say that any monetary donation

JON ROQERS/Mustang Daily

COMMENTARY
From page 2
some paleness and a noticeable
amount o f lost weight, Lori look
ed like any typical college coed
starving for a day in the sun.
Hospitals always have made me
squeamish, so I had to psyche
myself up during my drive to
Berkeley. Aside from a little
nervousness, the visit went well.
It gave me a chance to have a
moment with Lori and talk about
the situation as friends would.
The whole ordeal scares her since
it has happened so quickly; thus,
she tries not to think about it.
She has come to terms that she
can now take life only one day at
a time.
A close friend of mine and
Lori’s read a quote to me the
other day from a book titled
‘Taking 'Time”, “ ...Cancer may
rob you o f that blissful ignorance
that once lead you to believe that
tomorrow is stretched forever. In
exchange, you are granted the
vision to see each today as
precious, a gift to be used wisely

is more than appreciated to help
pay for a possible bone marrow
transplant. But maybe it is a
roundabout way to address the
issue of living one day at a time
and to appreciate what it is that
you do. Each today is precious
and nothing should be taken for
granted. Or, maybe the article is
Lori’s way of saying “Hey guys!
I’m still here, but I need your
help” and “watch out Poly,
‘cause I’m coming back stronger
than ever.”
Kerry D. Hall is president o f
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
Editor’s note: The LORIFUND
account has been established
under Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
since it is a nonprofit organiztion.
All donations or any questions,
comments or concerns can be ad
dressed to 1716 Osos St., San Luis
Obispo, Calif. 93401 or called in at
544-7447. All funds will be used
toward the medical bills and any
required treatments.

College Book Company Presents

\

In front of El Corral Bookstore
June 11-15, 8:00 am-4:00 pm

I

On the lawn near Engr. West
June 11-15, 8:30 am-3:30 pm

Pick Up an entry form during buyback for a
Daily Bookstore Drawing.
A Gear Sweatshirt, up to $40 value, will be
given away at 4:00 pm every day at El Corral.
Choice limited to stock on hand
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At two locations during finals
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Capitalism rampant as scalpers HOUSING
sell tickets for Gorbachev’s visit
STANFORD, Calif. (AP) Capitalism flourished Monday at
Stanford University as some
students who won a lottery for
tickets to see Soviet President
Gorbachev traded their prizes for
fistfuls of hard cash from the
wealthy.
Other students scrambled to

T A X I
Pizza* Calzone «Salads

-D ELIVER S-

pick up some of the remaining
tickets that went unclaimed after
the official university lottery last
week for the 1,700 seats at Gor
bachev’s talk and 6,000 others to
the rest of the events on his uni
versity visit.
“Gorbachev probably would
have felt right at home this mor
ning,” said Erik Jorgensen, a
21-year-old student who waited
for tickets with a friend beginn
ing at 2 a.m. “The lines we stood
in were very much like the food
lines in the Soviet Union.”
Though Jorgensen and his
friend hung onto their tickets,
other students said they had
friends who had scalped theirs
for up to $1,400 each. There were
rumors passes had gone for up to
$1,800 apiece.

545-TAXI

DORM RESIDENTS
oo
SAVE $200
BRING THIS AD TO MUSTANG VILLAGE AND
RECEIVE A $200 CREDIT TOWARD A 90/91
9 MONTH LEASE.
YOU MUST PROVIDE PROOF OF DORM RESIDENCY NOT G O O D WITH
ANY OTHER COUPONS OR OFFERS EXP. 6/9/1990

o

543-4950

1 Mustang Drive

PHOTO BY JON ROOERS/Hustang Daily

Although originally a one-badroom, this house has been converted to a four-bedroom In such a way that many
rooms resemble closets and doors will not close. The tenants have performed their own repairs without reim
bursement from the landlord.

From page 1
water.
The tenants said they do
almost all maintenance of the
house themselves because the
owner will not fix problems.
Pham recalled some o f their
amateur repairs, which included
spraying a leaky ceiling with in
sulation foam and taping up
cracks in the structure to curb
the “outrageous” gas heating bill
during the winter.
Also, the knee-high pile of
trash found in the back room by
M u s t a n g D a i l y a n d th e
unauthorized building and elec-

W E L L S FARGO B A N K

trical materials used in the add
on rooms are all possible fire
hazards, Bryn said.
In regard to converted and
add-on rooms he said, “If it’s
done without a permit, I would
not live in it, nor would I advise
anyone else to live in it.”
Tenant Ken Peeler said he had
been sleeping in his car at Cal
Poly for weeks before he found
the house three years ago.
“ I’m basically satisfied with
it,” Peeler said. “There are some
c(^e violations ... but it’s close to
campus and the rent’s cheap.”
The students in the house said
they do not care about the place
since they are moving out in
June and were told by the owner
that the house is to be torn down
this summer. The house is set to
be bulldozed and combined with
neighboring lots for another
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Start your new career with a new
car that matches your style
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. For Those Who Want It All!

EASy QUALIFYING
NO COSIGNER NEEDED

structure, Pham said.
The owner of the house and
property, Janine Naumu, declin
ed to answer any questions about
the substandard conditions. She
did say that the house had
always been that way and was to
be sold soon.
Bryn said the Garfield Street
house is just the type of dwelling
he seeks to make safer for stu
dents and non-students alike.
“If there is a situation ... that
we believe is potentially hazard
ous to the occupants, I will call
in a building inspector,” Bryn
said. “If we need to order some
body out o f it, we’ll order some
body out.
“From a student perspective,"
he said, “I’d rather have (you) be
a graduating senior, than some
one injured or perhaps killed as a
result of a problem.”
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Priv>ate Bedrooms

Heated Swimming Pool

Weight Room

Computer/Study Room
IHMCrmpmiii*lri
tni'iit
Mdinh^mr

cyh^mpic F ttt Weights
Universal Mathine\

Fitness Center

10 or 12 Month Leases

frrr nrrnhr»

Cal Poly Shuttle Bus
leaves everif half hi'ur

We believe Valencia is the finest student housing in San
l.uis Obispo But we don’t want you to just take our word for it
We invite you to look at our competition (Cedar Creek,
Murray St Station, Stenner Glenn, Mustang Village, Foothill
Hacienda, and others) and then look at Valencia

We're confident you'll choose Valencia!

f

555 Ramona Drive
543-1452

Mon. - Fri. 8am to 5 pm
S^t.- Sun. 10 am to 3 pm
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To Your Health

Pesticides help to ensure
a plentiful, high-quality
food supply in the U.S.
By H eather F errell
Special loth« Dally___________________________

Pesticides are among the most
misunderstood chem icals in
human use. Farm chemicals pro
tect crops from insects, weeds,
and diseases. In the last three
decades, regulations and in
dustry practices have become
much more healthful. Today’s
pesticides are less stable in the
environment, more effective in
smaller quantities, applied with a
greater knowledge of and concern
for the risks, and more strictly
regulated by federal and state
laws. Newly-developed pesticides
are tested so carefully that they
take several years to reach the
market.
Although large amounts of
chemicals are sprayed on produce
purely for aesthetic reasons,
there is a fíne line between
cosmetics and quality. Insect
marks can manifest themselves
as diseases. Fruit and vegetable
scars can result in a susceptibili
ty to rotting upon storage.
America has the best food pro
tection system in the world. The
Food and Drug Administration,
the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Department of
Agriculture all play a vital role in
insuring that American con
sumers have plentiful, quality
foods. Pesticides are an impor
tant part of this system.
Some g o v e r n me n t - f u n d e d
heroes are researching the option
of reducing chemical use by us
ing biological methods o f {>est
control. This involves using

harmless insects to kill harmful
insects and weeds. This would
eliminate the concern of pests
becoming tolerant o f their
poisons and requiring larger
doses. Largely, this means im
porting natural enemies of the
organism to be controlled. If
foreign weeds and bugs are car
ried here, they may continue to
prosper unless their enemy is
brought in to complete nature’s
process. This concept is practiced
widely, but it is not believed to
be a replacement for pesticides.
Banning pesticides would
result in drastic reductions in the
size and variety of our food sup
ply and, therefore, increase prices
by 40 to 75 percent.
What probably scares people
about pesticides is that most
aren’t natural. But natural
doesn’t necessarily mean safe.
One cup of naturally occuring
toxin from clostridium botulium,
a micro-organism, could poison
the whole world. This toxin is
produced in improperly canned
foods, but it is controlled ex
tremely well by the industry. Dr.
Bruce Ames, who has studied
carcinogens for many years, be
lieves we have more to fear from
naturally-occuring substances
than from synthetic ones. Natu
ral carcinogens are present in
hundreds o f common foods such
as mushrooms, bread, coffee and
beer.
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t i o n ( A M A ) b e c a u s e t he
organization does not feel it has
been proven sufficiently.
Blackburn, in a second, would
say otherwise.
Using patterning, she has re
opened Katherine’s life, each day
chasing away another confusing
shadow with one more bit of
knowledge.
The focus of the program is on
“intelligence patterning,” stimu
lation of growth through cons
tant, repeated input.
One of the major aspects of
this program involves the use of
a respirator to pattern breathing
and to expand the lungs to sup
port the growing body.
Using the respirator through
the night and off and on during
the day, Katherine’s lungs have
grown to 600 percent of their
original size. Even so, Blackburn
said, “She’s still undersized in
the chest.
“ The pat t e r ni ng on the
respirator tells her over and over
again. This is how to breathe,’ ”
Blackburn said.
“Function determines struc
ture,” she added. ‘That’s what
this whole program is about.”
In addition to the respirator,
Katherine’s program uses other
processes o f intelligence pattern
ing, such as the use of flashcards
of words and pictures and tech
niques o f motion simulation.
While normal children learn
through general daily experience.

Katherine must be exposed to
continual stimuli to develop
responses that would regularly
occur almost automatically.
For example, to develop sight
and hearing, Katherine was plac
ed in a dark closet on a plexiglass
box with 1,000 watts of light
below it and two vibratone horns,
like those used at basketball
games, on the sides. Blackburn
said the lights and horns were
Hashed 1,500 time a day to pat
tern the specific responses within
Katherine’s brain.
“Just to get her out of that
darkness was the bi ggest
reward,” Blackburn said.
Now Katherine regularly works
on a “cross-crawl pattern,” a
motion simulation in which
Blackburn and two volunteers
move her arms, legs and head
according to the movements of a
crawling baby.
“This does miraculous things
for kids (like K atherin e),’’
Blackburn said.
“In the beginning, she couldn’t
see or hear,” Blackburn said.
“ And she certainly couldn’t
smile.”
“Now she smiles like crazy!”
one volunteer said.
After the crawl patterning one
day, Katherine stopped for some
lunch. Blackburn took two
flashcards — poached eggs and
potatoes — and held them up to
her daughter. “Make up you
mind,” she coaxed. Katherine
selected poached eggs through a

signal only her mother and a few
others understand.
“She retains the information
and gives it back,” Blackburn
said. “She’s definitely reading.”
Before the program, Katherine
was unable to swallow or suck
and had to be fed through a nasal
tube. Now she can drink and eat
normal foods prepared to require
little chewing.
Because patterning is not
r e c o g n i z e d by the A M A ,
Blackburn receives no financial
aid. She survives only on
Katherine’s disability payments
and on the virtually limitless
help of volunteers.
“Katherine’s changed my life
so much for the b e t t e r , ’ ’
Blackburn said. “I’ve met the
nicest people you can meet.”
Because of the program’s in
tensity and the lack of money,
Blackburn is always looking for
additional volunteers and said
anyone can qualify.
“I surround myself with people
who want to be a part of it,”
Blackburn said. “I’d rather do
this than work.”
Katherine also does a program
on an incline plane. The plane
encourages her to develop the
muscles in her arms and legs.
With only the slightest motion,
she can get enough momentum
to slide to the bottom.
“Can you pull?” Blackburn
asks. “If you get down to the
bottom you can have more
See PATTERNING, page 7

Heather Ferrell is a nutritional
science junior.
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sional degree in the field.
“One of the reasons (that
California has been slow) is that
the profession of landscape ar
chitecture is young and is still
defining its boundaries,” said
Smith. “In this stretching pro
cess, the profession is still trying
to understand what it can pro
fessionally encompass and offer
as a scope of services to clients
and the public.”
Besides the trend towards the
professional degree, faculty and
students often express frustra
tion about the pressure of com
pleting the laboratory-intensive
curriculum within four years.
The professional degree will
lower the average number of
units students must take per
quarter from 17 in the four-year
degree to 15 in the five-year
degree.
Students pursuing the profes
sional degree will also have ac
cess to nine units of unrestricted
electives, or the option of com

bining these units with the 18
units of their concentration to
receive a minor of their choice.
“It really makes sense when
you realize how tight our cur
riculum is,” said Smith. ‘Tour
years is not a big enough con
tainer for all of the core courses,
and then still be able to let the
students have the flexibilty of
elective credit. As a faculty, we
have been committed to the be
lief that an undergraduate
education should offer breadth of
exposure, not depth.
“We don’t want to train stu
dents, we want to educate stu
dents. If a student decides not to
go into landscape architecture as
a career, or change 10 years
down the road, that’s fine. But
when they leave Cal Poly, they
have a dedication to e n 
vironmental values and certain
land ethics that are going to
follow them and guide them
throughout their life.”
In addition to the elective
credit, the five-year professional

degree will also give the faculty a
better opportunity to get to
know their students.
“We pride ourselves in know
ing each of our students pretty
well and as early on in the cur
riculum as possible,” said Smith.
“With the additional year, not
only is it a polishing year for the
student, but it also gives the
faculty a chance to really get to
know their students.”
Another feature of the fiveyear degree is the requirement of
an internship during the summer.
“We’re trying to mirror as
much of what a student would
get in experience in an office
their first year out of college, but
in an academic setting,” he said.
The marketplace is equally
receptive to the degree, said
Smith. A survey was sent to
potential firms and public agen
cies that would be offering land
scaping positions. All o f the
responses indicated that
employers would hire a student
from Cal Poly with a five-year

M URRAY STREET STATION
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Murray Street Station Presents a One Bedroom Apartment. Designed and Built
with Students in Mind. Unlike a Single Room Studio, These Come Equipped with
a Complete Kitchen, Living Room, Bathroom and Bedroom with Two Closets.
Each Apartment is Furnished and Has Been Renovated, Including Paint, Carpet,
and Linoleum. The Complex Features a ComputerI Study Room, Swimming Pool
and Barbeques Located Throughout the Attractively Landscaped Grounds.
1262 M U R R A Y ST

degree over a student from
another university with a fouryear degree.
The landscape architecture
department can only accommo
date a maximum of 16 to 18 stu
dents next year to pursue the
five-year degree. Entry into the
program will be on an application
basis with a set of criteria, in
cluding grade point average.

‘There is a lot of enthusiasm
for the professional degree (from
the students) and the faculty are
very committed to the program,”
Smith said. ‘The fifth year really
is a polishing year. The cocoon
does reach full maturity and it
does turn into a butterfly, and
that coming to life is a beautiful
thing to watch.”

Classified
3 Bdrm 2 Bath House Laguna Area
$1150 mo ly r Lease Call 549 9168
3 Bedroom-2 1/2 Bath CondoNearPoly
$1200/mo-10mo lease starling
S epti. Condo w/yard to be totally
remodeled this summer-new carpet,
new appliances. New cabinets, etc
to see pre-remodeled condo
call 543-8370 or leave message______
61 BROAD now has shared spots
available in 2bdrm Apts 544-7772
APT. FOR LEASE.2 BDRM. FURN OR
UNFURN. NEAR POLY; SUMMER
RENTAL ALSO AVAIL. 543-8517__________
APTS 1025 Foothill SLO. close
to school Renting Sum and
school year starling at $300/mo
summer and $550 school year
call Dan after 5pm 541-0894_____________
ATTN JUNE GRADS! Fm Rmmate needed
Huntington Bch Apt(Orange County)
LG Bdrm w/own Bath. 2 mi to BEACH
$345/mo,Avlb 7/1. CALL POLY GRADS
Sandy.Paula or Julie 714-840-5267
AVAILABLE FALL-3 bdrm condo
with views to share with me.
1530 sq ft. All appliances
Close to bus/shopping.Rent
negotiable Patty 544-6506_____________
CARHILL CONDO-FURN FOR RENT! Need’
4 FEM FOR SUMMER $200 EA AND/OR
FALL $300 EA CALL LISA 544-2935
Cedar Creek Student Condo-2 bdrm.
2 bth-walk to school,pool.rec.room.
965-1775-Avail July 1 • Aug.31._________
CHEAP 2Bdrm.2bth furn Apt Avail
Summer-? ONLY $55Q/mnth 542-9507
FM ROOMMATE NONDRINKER/SMOKER
fall-spring $200 mo Kim 545-8974
FREE RENTAL LISTS
FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY MANAGE
MENT
1411 MARSH ST SUITE 101 543-2636
OWN ROOM OWN BATHROOM AVAIL.
IN 2-STORY TOWNHOUSE. CABLE.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. PREFER
MALE. NONSMKR. AVAIL. JUNE 15
300/MTH CALL MIKE OR KEN
546-0257
Pine Creek Condo
For Rent Smr Otr
480 For 3. 580 For 4
4 Bdrm.wshr.Dryr 546-8109___________
SUBLET 2 females.own room in hous
$625/Summer call quKk 542-9032

SUMMER HOUSING $100 per month
Boarding campus.pool.library
Contact Bartman or Matt at
546-9129.___________________________
SUMMER SUBLET
Own Room Close to Poly $225 Mo.
Call Darrin 545-8458 ot5460567
SUMMER SUBLET-ONLY$205/month for
furnished room (includes futon)
in LARGE house-sundeck view
Females only-call quick! 544-9292

SUMMER SUBLET

SANTA ROSA ST APARTMENT BIG
ENOUGH FOR TWO $220 A MONTH OBO
PETER 541-4814.________ ____________
Why pay rent?lnvest in your own
Ibd mobile home Best offer 545-8553
'
YOUR OWN BEDROOM
Students Housing at its finest
$308-$375avg Monthly cost for a
prvt. bedroom.New double bed. walkin closet.Dishwasher,disposal.new
refrig in each furnished unit.1 or
2 MO contracts begin Sept.8.Pool,
free parking, close to campus Flex
ible payment options. Space now tor
groups of 3&4. or we will match you
up.Model apt. open daily 10am-6pm.
WOODSIOE APARTMENTS
200 N.SANTA ROSA
544-7007

2 Bd 2 Ba Mobile Home students ok
$44,900 - 3BR 2BA Laguna Lake area
$235,000- 3BR 2BA Foothill $299,000
5BR 3BA Near Poly $439,000-many
others avail call Jim 541-5101 or
541-1921 Century 21 Team Realty_______
AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE.ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? FOR FREE
LIST OF ALL LEAST EXPENSIVE HOUSES
& CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL
STEVE NELSON 543-8370. Farrell Smyth
Close to down town-Victorian home
plut 2 income units-Ig.lot $379,000

Corxio-end unit-2bdrm, 1 1/2 bath.
Ig deck plus more! $167,000

541-3856

STUDENTS WANT PERKS
FOR THEIR MONEY!
V'
V VVV-

Cal Poly Shuttle Oe«»«» tw ice
Heated Swimming Pool
Weight Room
Tennis Court
Basketball Court

per hour)

NVVV-

Study Room with Computers
Laundry Facilities
Next to Lucky Shopping Center
Re-Furnished Apartments
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M ik« TYSON vs. Hmiry THiMAN
Saturday, JuiM 16
Ex«kisivaly on HBO
Ordor today to got installatkMi for the fight.*

Apply in Groups of Four

Reservations Now
Being Accepted

544-7772

Get HBO or CINEMAX
for $4.95 a month for 2 months
when you order by June 11th
Call 544-2618
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PATTERNING

Fro m page 1
c»im ittee.
Recently, a revised resolution
vVIS proposed that said courses
ti ken by a student to meet
gênerai education and breadth
r^uirements may not be taken
oa an elective credit/no credit
isis.
lay Terry, chair of the in
ruction committee, said that no
vision has been made and there
will be no further discussion of
clinnges until this fall, when the
il^truction committee and the
Ajtademic Senate meet again.
'jAs of now, restrictions for
credit/no credit include the

following:
• Students have until the end of
the third week of the quarter to
petition for the credit/no credit
option.
• Two courses may be selected
per quarter, not exceeding eight
units, but courses graded ex
clusively as credit/no credit are
not included in this limitation.
• Major, support courses and
courses used to satisfy graduate
program requirements may not
be selected.
• Also, the credit/no credit peti
tion will not be processed unless
the student has a Cal Poly
cumulative GPA of at least 2.0.

When it comes to copying,
We’ve got the Right Stuff!

JON ROOERS/Muttang Daily

Jean Blackburn uses "patterning" to help stimulate damaged areas In the brain of her daughter, Katherine.

imiAiWS OOP/CENIER
THE rnSTEST COPIERS IH TOWH
850 Foothill • University Square • 7 till Midnight • 541-COPY
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lunch.”
Included in the institute’s pat
terning program is a check-up
every six months at the center in
Philadelphia. At the sessions, the
doctors m onitor Katherine’s
progress and design her daily
program accordingly.
Blackburn, who just recently
returned with Katherine from
one of those sessions, said the
doctors were very pleased with
her daughter’s development.
‘They feel she’s doing really
well,” she said.
Blackburn continues the in
stitute program 10 to 12 hours a

day, seven days a week, 365 days
a year.
“You’re always patterning,”
Blackburn said. ‘There’s a 16year-old girl there (at the in
stitute) who talks about how she
doesn’t want to take vacations.
She just wants to keep working.”
Like that girl, Katherine will
keep working, keep developing,
and hopefully, keep succeeding.
“It’s just one reward after
another,” her mother said, hugg
ing the curly-locked child. “ It
makes you in such awe of the
human body and what it can do.”
To be successful, though,
Blackburn needs support.

“It’s really great when there
are a lot of people here and we
get a lot done,” she said.
Currently among her volun
teers are several Cal Poly stu
dents, and Blackburn said next
fall she will be aided by an intern
from the university.
Even so, she still could use
more help and encouraged any
one interested to call 544-8044.
For now, Blackburn will con
tinue working Katherine on her
daily regimen in hopes that she
will keep getting better.
“It’s all what you want to do,”
Blackburn said of the patterning.
“She’s just got to be successful.”
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Homes fc»’ Sale

ft)r sale 23 x7 Tailer w
9*xl0 shed located downtown
$3500 Ross or Robin 546-9951
¡Sa k e m o n e y w h il e y o u LEARN' Pnce
ffiioced on Johnson Ave 3BR 5 PERS
house great tor students. $179900
Grab this one while it's
available Call John 549-9996
ONE LEFT TO RENT

CEDAR
CREEK
FURNISHEDSTUDENT CONDO
2 bed. 2 bath walk to school
piool rec room Avail Sum Fall.
12 mo lease Best otter 965-1775
Very clean double wide mobile home
n« ar downtown SLO-$25.000 2 Bdrm.
1 bth -Students O K Call Joe at
JSA3-7261 or 544-1290 Dermody Realty
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Campus Clubs

!!AMA!!

LAST MEETWG- DONT MISS OUT"
,TUES 11 00 ARCH 225________________

AERO MAJORS!!

iPerpetuate the tradition' Atter>d
fthe AERO smoker. 7pm 6/8 Camp SLO
lO club Call Paul for tix 543-7020
'GAYS LESBIANS & BISEXUALS UNITED
jmeel every Tuesday 7pm F0624B
|giLBU presents Andres Mother. a
movie about a homosexuals' dramatic
Jattempt to come out' Tuesday.June
5th 7pm FOB24B All are welcome
For more intormation Call 542-8514
M HOUSEMATES NEEDED WALK TO CP
1 OWN ROOM-1 TO SHARE 543-9353

Announcements

GRADUATION GIFTS:
Give the perfect gift to
graduating friends
A RESUME
Written by a marketing professional
to help them gel the job they've
worked so hard for' Gift
Certificates from $50 773-1615

HELP! NEED
GRAD TICKETS

MY FIANCE AND I NEED TO KEEP
THE IN LAWS HAPPY -PLEASE HELP
Need Tickets for BOTH Ceremonies
Call Dana 546-0292 Mark 546-0614

M u s t a n g D aily
C l a s s if ie d s

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U U INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

Wanted
I WILL PAY FOR ANY GRADUATION
TICKETS FOR ST JUNE 16TH AT 4
PM COMMENCEMENT"PLEASE CALL
466-3948

Has the fun gone out of your
life'> Bring it back with an IBM
Personal System>2 It II help
you zip through term papers
and reports And get more
work done in less time So
you'll have time to do the
things you en)oy Visit your
IBM campus outlet for a fun
demonstration

ProType call Patty 544-1783
Sen ?ro)-T P S more-Laser Print
R&R Word Processing RONA 544-25«
Laser Printer Student Rates By Appt
7Vping;Term papers.etc.Kathy 46t1031 Day eves(8-11a,6-8p best).

Employment

RYAN

Engineering Technician Truss des
igner for Truss Joist Corp world's
largest truss manu Knowledge of
trig.statics.material mechanics
helpful Goodbenefits For consider
ation call Tom Evans 415-484-3930
or send resume to 4125 Mohr Ave
Ste G&H Pleasanton Ca 94566

Let me show you affection
and learn your language of
love Together we can serve
Him' Psalm 37 4
Love you. Tiffani

Greek News

Delta Sigma Phi Con
gratulates:
Scotty Cameron and Craig Castro
on their recent engagements, and
Joe GaHagher
Outstanding Brother of the Year
LAMBDA CN- Thanks for a great
Italian Wadding* Let s do it
again next year -Alpha Chi Omega
ONE GOOD THING AFTER ANOTHER...

P.J. GHORMLEY-

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
SIGMA CHI PINNmG AND BEING
ELECTED SIGMA CHI SWEETHEART!!
LOVE YOUR. ALPHA PHI
SISTERS

SUMMER JOBS
FineHighSierra Family Resort seeks
live-in counselors! 19-up) to TEACH
Swimming (WSI).Waterkiing ALSO
NEED Front Desk Horse Care Groom
Secretary Retail 1-800-227-9900

Entertainment
CASH for comics & gaming itemsSub Comics. Games & Posters
785 Marsh 541-3735
Games A Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447

"S U M Iv rE R ^ W O R K
National Retail Corp.
Interview Now
S9.25/start.flex hra .PT FT
Corporate Scholarships
8:30-5(805) 489-1690

Lost & Found

WANTED-SUMMER-FALL-SPRING
House/Yacht Sitters-You Must
Be BONDABLE-Aopt 541-4937 Ask
For Jim-HOME SECURITY INTER!

Female Cocker lost 5/28 Buff
colored puppy-PLEASE CALL
REWkRD' 543-6499 SOPHIA

Services

Expar>d resume with pract. exp
Skyway Engineerino seeks 3rd year
Civil student for PT r T flex hours
Some exp req d AutoCAD helps
Resume to Box 6643. Santa Maria.
CA 93456
GOVERNMENT JOBSS16 040-559 230 yr
Now Hlrfrtg Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext R-10081 for current federal list
OFFICE HELPER IN^UILDING MAT
ERIALS YARD P TApprox 15 HRS
p 'w kjo b in ci customer assist
ance.phones. LT paper wk office
maint S5/HR To start please
applyjit 5450 EDNA SLO 544-1343
RANCH HAND PART TIME WORK'
AROUND CLASS SCHEDULE 55PER HR

^

STUDENT SPECIAL
STEAM CLEAN YOUR CARPETS NOW
AT THIS ONE TIME ONLY PRICE!
TWO ROOMS FOR $32.50-U Move Furn.
FLOOR CARE-RUG DR RENTS-544-8795

‘fyping
ABRACADABRA' WORD PROCESSING
•Senior Projects ‘ Papers 549-0371
C W LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERVICES
WP Sr Projects.etc .528-5830
EXPERT WORDPROCESSING PAPERS
& PROJECTS BECKY. 549-0254
FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH ♦
LASER PRINTER - LAURA 549-8966
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
5 YRS EXP-CALL KAREN 544-2692

For Sate
ATT PC 6300 128KB NEAR NEW
$800 OR BEST OFFER 544-9069
BENCH PRESS D P FIT FOR LIFE Inc
ludes WEIGHTS $100 546-9818 LVE MSG
FIREWOOD-DON T GET CAUGHT SHORT
THIS FALL Order Yours Now To
Ensure Optimum Dryness and Best
Price- Call Joe at 595-2087

Stereo Equipment
For sale Sansui complete stereo
system w speakers orig $933 asking
$440 call 543-7022 after 7pm

Automobiles
1973 Ford Mustang Good Cond
Must Sell $1800 Patrick 549-9203.

198t DATSUN 310. runs well
$1.100 Stew 544-7566
83 SILVER GTI FOR SALE
Sspeed. sunroof, full instrument
Am Fm cassette w auto reverse
new battery, year old tires
exceptional deal $2950 OBO
Call Erin 544-6867

Roommates
1-or-2 SMMR RMMT to share LARGE
rm w fireplace House includes hot
tub.micro washAdry.diShwash.frig.
(inJ.AGUNA LAKE| JOYCE 756-4477
2 FUN&NICE FEMALES 2 SHARE
BDRM IN APTCLOSE2CAMPUS
WITH 2 OTHER GREAT GALS'PER MO
$ 2^Q T R LY CALL SHELLY 7^-3323
2 To Share MBDABa m Lg House. 12
Mo Lse.Avail June $225EA 549-9203
BEG FALL QUARTER quiet.dean,
nonsmkg.fern.looking for same own
rm.condo price neg call 542-9320
write 1245 PHILLIPS LN 97 SL0934Qt
F Sublet at KnsKar 4 Summer Pool
Hot tub micro cable irwiuded.free
Parking $150 moAsmall dep Neg
C a ll^ ^ a 54 !9 23 8
Fm OWN ROOM m 2 bed House
close to Poly $325 moAdeposit
Avail 6 20 Call Tern 549-0112
Fm OWN ROOM IN HOUSE FOR SMR
RENT NEG Call KAREN 543-1231
if you called before, call again'
Homemate wanted-Nonsmkg mature,
tidy fern looking for same Own rm .
fu l furn $288.mo6 90-6 91 541-3208
M Stdnt SKS Own Rm in Hse or Apt
for Sum and 90 91 Sch year I HAVE
furniture'” Steve-545-8475
MALE RMTÈ NEEDED FOR FALL at
PINE CREEK shared room.furn,close
to Poly $220 mo Call 545-8877
MRoommate needed.N-Smkr.clean,own
room in new house.wash dry for summ
er thru next yr$300 MO Eric 541-8851
OWN ROOM IN APT BEHIND HEALTH
CENTER SUMMER $300 OBO 544-4310
RMS FOR RENT LARGE HOUSE AVAIL
6 20 ELIZABETH 544-6056
Room for Rent in nice house
$300 mo call 546-8934 or call
541-0593 Ask for Rob
ROOMMATES NEEDED M F
CEDAR CREEK $150 FREE PARKING
CALL MIKE 542-0776
OR STEVE 542-0593
Rooms for rent in 4 Bdrm house
Need 2 fern for prvt rm or share
$200-$250 June-’’ Close to Poly
Call Theresa or Lea 544-0834
SUBLET ROOM IN LG HOUSE NEGOT
RENT AVIL 6 20 5446056 EBETH

SUMMER SUBLET
1 male to share at Cedar Creek.
Close to Poly. Furnished(Micro.VCR.
etc ).Swimming Pool A Game Room
$385 for all Summer(6.15-8 31 )
Call Darin at 541-5488

SUMMER SUBLET $150-mo. VERY NICE*
Share studio apt w lo fl 756-3667

SUMMER QTR LEASE-FEM TO SHARE
CONDO WASH/DRY CLOSE TO POLY
$125 MO CALL TRICIA 542-0955________

SUMMER SUBLET

HAVE YOUR OWN ROOM-CLOSE TO
POLY-PATIO-SLIDING GLASS DOORA
CABLETV CALL STAN FOR INFO 544-9168
SUMMER SUBLET Own rm Near Poly
Wash dry great house $185 mo
541-6032
SUMMER SUBLET
F RMMT needed, own room
GREAT LOCATION, huge house, HOT
TUB! S180 MO neg Nancy 549-9046
SUMMER SUBLET Only 266 mo
Own room in nice house in LosOsos
Fern nonsmkr w d Pets OK 528-8113
Summer sublets needed for Irg

for info
call Shannon545-9418

Laguna home rent neg utilpaid

SUMMER RENTAL-own Rm Mouse $225 mo
Furn Clean. Backyd. 5 min to Poly
on Highid Dr 545-8132 Sleve-CALL

Business
Directory
A y r O M O T iV E

SERV-

WINDOW TINTING Quality 3M Film
at SANJ.UIS CUSTOMS 543-7878

li^ y R A N C E
Teaching Summer School can be

VERY TAXING
Annuities West
541-4872

PACIFIc'^C^?^T LIMOUSINE
__SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

RESUM ES

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE
Effective resumes written by a
marketing communications profes
sional who can capitalize on your
skills and get those interviews'
773-1615

S TO R A G E
Los Osos Mini Storage sizes vary
4xt0.5x10.6x10 5x6 4x6.etc 528-8118

TU TO R W G
FRENCH A RUSSIAN ALL LEVELS
544-7460
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Mustang Daily

Mustang Dally Coupon
\/ts:on

Free! AOSEPT disinfection
system with this coupon

SPAN

Optonr<etric Services of San Luis Obispo

David A. Schultz, O.D.

...............
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear
e ac on
778 Mar sh Street, S L O
5 4 3 - 5 2 0 0 Exp. 6 -1 6 -9 0

TUESDAYl
5pm “
Mesquite Broiled
BBQ BEEF RIBS
includes baked potato,
garlic bread and ranch beans

All*you*can*eat

$ 5.95
990 Industrial Way * S.L.O.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH
FOR YOUR GREAT
RESPONSE!

PI)oto courtesy of SPAN

Student members of Cal Poly’s SPAN pose at Edwards Air Force Base In NASA’s $150,000 pressurized suits.

From page 1
will be using are the same as on
the Columbia, which were also
donated. Our members alone
contributed money out o f their
pockets for the mission.”
Besides Ryan, other student
members o f the crew are Blake
Westman, John Eamy, Alan
Klenk, Dan Overgaard and
Christina Dills. Since there are
seven crew members and volume
constraints within Resolution,
Ryan said they will follow the
Columbia’s 24-hour crew pattern.
•There are three crew members
for the red and three for the blue
shift,” said Ryan. “When one
shift is sleeping the other is con
ducting experiments, eating, etc.,
and the commander sleeps

whenever there is time. This is
usually when the rest of the crew
is awake.”
Before the Columbia’s delays,
members o f the Resolution were
going to communicate with
astronauts of the Columbia via
hand radio. Ryan said if the Col
umbia has no more delays theyHl
do just that.
The pseudonauts will also be
able to communicate with stu
dents at Cal Poly through video
located in Bishop Lounge, Reso
lution’s Mission Control.
SPAN has been busy with
other activities during the year: a
trip to Edwards Air Force Base
in which the members tried on
$150,000 pressurized suits; at
tending space shuttle landings

regularly; and hosting a 75th
Anniversary o f NASA celebra
tion at Cal Poly in conjuction
with 17 other clubs.
Every quarter, SPAN also has
an informational table with a
NASA Video and coffee to stim
ulate further awareness of
NASA.
‘W e (SPAN) have learned to
appreciate the people at NASA,”
said Ryan. ‘W e emphasize public
awareness becau se o f the
misconceptions about NASA.
For example, we found through
surveys that many even believe
NASA is part o f the military —
and it’s not.”
According to Ryan, SPAN
plans to conduct a longer mission
in the fall.

WE HAVE ACCOMODATED
MANY PEOPLE VIA
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THANKS AGAIN!

COLLEGE CAN BE A CONFUSING TIME. SORORITIES OFFER A UNIQUE SENSE OF
BELONGING BY FORMING A SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP WITH SPECIAL FRIENDS.
THESE RELATIONSHIPS WILL REMAIN WITH YOU LONG AFTER YOUR COLLEGE
LIFE IS OVER. A SORORITY IS NOT ONLY FRIENDS BUT A COMMITMENT TO IDEAS
AND VALUES OF THE GROUP.
A COLLEGE SORORITY OFFERS MANY
OPPORTUNITIES TO GET INVOLVED IN COLLEGE LIFE; SCHOLASTIC PROGRAMS,
DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP SKILLS, PHILANTHROPY PROJECTS, SOCIAL AND
SPORTS EVENTS. THE MEMBERS OF THE SORORITIES AT CAL POLY HOPE THEY
CAN SHOW YOU ALL THAT THEIR SORORITIES HAVE GIVEN TO THEM. WE ARE
LOOKING FOWARD TO INTRODUCING YOU TO SORORITY LIFE THIS FALL.

s ig K
ç S te n n e r Q le n
1050 FOOTHILL BLVD.
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PLEASE STOP BY OUR TABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION PLAZA
TUESDAY, JUNE 5
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6
THURSDAY. JUNE 7
10:00 AM TO 2:00 PM
INFORMATION AND SIGN UPS ALSO AVAILABLE IN STUDENT LIFE AND ACTIVITIES
U.U.-217 PHONE 756-2476.

